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CLOUDY, probable
thunder showers tonight and Thursday,
says the weather man.

u o

WHICH Is worse, a
with
a
Buffragette
bomb, or an anarchist
with one?

EXCLUSIVE A8BOCIATED PRE8G LEA6ED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE
VOL XXXV.

JULY 8,

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

NO. 255.
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EHUEUNE PANKHURS

IS

LEADER OF FIRE STARTERS,

1914.

CITY EDITION

THOUSAND NET CLOSING

DENIED FIVE

ON

THIRD TRIAL,

FEDERALS

DR. CARMAN'S

MUST HANG

TAKEN

WIFE

j

PRESIDENT I'ILSON, IN DEFENCE
RESERVE DOARD,

OF NOMINEES

'

AGAIN ARRESTED VITH FOLLOWERS

Taken Into Custody Shortly After She
Offices of the

Re-occupi-

es

POLICE CAPTURE

COILS

OF

TWICE G0NV1CTEDTR1ES AGAIN TEN

FUSE

AND

M4PS

Associates. When Brought into Cuurt, Refuse to Plead, but Throw

at the Officers, and Shout Commentary on Treat"
ment Arson Squad Tries to Destroy Birthylace of
at King on Compulsory Feeding.
Robert Burns-Ye- ll

Spit-bal-

TOT

X

TRAINS DESERTED

ADMITS DOMESTIC

TROUBLES

COURT

RIRST TIME IMPOSES LARGE. QUANTITIES OF SUPPLIES WHEN ORDERING TELEPHONE DE
DEATH PENALTY, THEN LIFE
AND AMMUNITION FALL
VICE FOR OFFICE MAKES DAM:
IMPRISONMENT
.TO CONQUERORS
AGING STATEMENTS

Expresses Hope fhat Warburg Will Reconsider His Dderminalion
i
Not fo Serve.

"con-tarin-

g

ONCE M
DEFIANCE,i BECAUSE OF .TROUBLE
WIJH pEAK HALYARD,'
iFORCED TO QUIT
"

Vanitie cros-e- d
Newport, R, I., July
the line first in today's race, but
Resolute won the contest on time allowance. The yachts crossed the finish line as follows.
Vanitie 3:43:26.
Resolute 3:44:01. '"
The
sloop Defiance developed trouble with her peak halyard
blocks ad was forced to leave today's
cap yachts' trial to her two rivals. A
fine heavy weather test of the yachts
was promised when the Resolute and
the Vanitie reached the .starting line,
'"four miles southeast of Brenton's reef
lightship.
A snappy 15 mile southwester swept
across the course and the sea was covered with white caps. The course for
today's rave was a 15 ' mile dash to
wlnward and return.
The yachts went over the line in the
fdlowlng order:
Vanitie, 11:45:27.
Resolute, 11.45:31.
As Vanitie allows Resolute about a
minute and 20 seconds the Herreshoff
sloop wins today's contest by about
30 seconds. It was the closest and
beEt sailed contest that has been held
between the two sloops since they
first met off Larchmont, N. Y., early
in June.
tri-cit- y

'"

WOMAN INVOLVED

self on the floor and kicked several
policemen, and it took some minutes
to remove her. The other prisoners
pleaded not guilty.

WAS PROMIN-

ENT IN COLORADO'S
SIVE

MEDIATION MAY NOT HAPPEN

LETTERS
-

EXCLU-

July 8. Harold F under sentence of death for the
'
killing of Georse K. Copeland, was
Would Destroy Burns' Home
denied a third trial today by the state
atAn
8.
Glasgow, Scotland, July
tempt to destroy the cottage at Ayr, supreme court. Copeland was fatally
where Robert Burns, the poet, was wounded the night of May 24, 1911,
born, January 25, 1759, was made Just when Henwood shot Sylvester L. Von
before daylight today by two members Phul, a St. Louis aeronaut, In the bar
of a militant BUffragette "arson squal." room of a local hotel.
The death sentence imposed by the
The two women were surprised by
a night watchman as they were in lower court is affirmed and it is orthe act of placing large bombs against dered to be carried out the week be.
the doors and windows of the poet's ginning: October 25, 1914.
one
man
The
The court's decision held that
birthplace.
captured
of the militants but the other escaped.
had not been twice put in JeopThe women wore stockings ' over ardy for the same offense. Counsel
their shoes in order to deaden the for the defendant, after securing r.
dismissal flf the information, charging
noise and hide their foot prints.
The arrested woman gave her name Henwood with the murder of Von
as Janet Arthur. She created a scene Phul, attempted to have the case
when arraigned at the police court, charging the murder of Copeland also
fighting the wardens and shouting dismissed, on a plea of former jeop
quotations from Burns' poems. She ardy. This attempt failed, and the
second trial of Henwood followed. In
was remanded.
his application for a third trial
Try to. Attract King
attorney renewed the arguDumbarton, Scotland, July 8. Milment based, upon a former jeopardy
itant eiiffrasettea made desperate efforts today to attract the attention plea.
Harold F.' Kenwood's application
of King George and Queen Mary, who
are making a tour through Scotland. to the supreme court of Colorado for
At Balloch bridge at the foot of Loch a third trial followed hla conviction
Lomond the women cut down all the on'june 18, 1913, of murder In the
decorations, and at Dalmuir, ten miles first degree, for the Wiling of George
He was sentenced to
from Glasgow, they managed to break F. Copeland.
out a huge banner bearing the words: death. On June 29, 1911, Henwood
''Your majesty, stop the forcible had been convicted o.f second degree
murder and later had been sentenced
feeding and torturing of women,"
across the route as the procession ar- to the 'penitentiary for life., The su
rived. At the same time; one woman preme court reversed this verdict and
armed with a megaphone howled de- ordered a new trial.
Harold F. Henwood shot Sylvester
nunciations of forcible feeding. NeithL. Von Phul, a St. Louis aeronaut and
orer the king
the queen paid the
wine .salesman in the bar room of
slightest attention, but the crowd disa
fashionable Denver hotel on the
played such a hostile attitude that
of May 24, 1911. Stray bullets
night
rea
militant suffragettes beat
hasty
struck
George E. Copeland of Cripple
treat.
.',
.
Creek, Colo., and James W. Atkinson
of Colorado Springs. Von Puhl and
Copeland, dtedVlieh wood opened fire
RACES
Denver,

Hen-woo-

Hen-woo-

d

'

Hen-wood- 's

,

.

knock down by Von Puhl. The two
had
quarreled over letter written to
DEATH
AGAINST
Von Puhl by Mrs. Isabelle Patterson
Springer, then the wife of John W.
IN MONTREAL WHEN NEWS
OF Springer, Denver stockman and bankSON'S ILLNESS IN RATON1' er.
REACHES HIM
The tragedy created a tremendous
sensation in Denver, Henwood and
Chicago, July 8. In an endeavor to Von Puhl both were well known men
reach the bedside of his son at Raton, about town, and the Springers were
New Mexico, 'A, D. Thompson, a mil- prominent in financial and exclusive
lionaire mining man of Duluth, Min- society circles. Less than two weeks
nesota, left here at 9:15 this morning after the shooting Springer was
on a special train of three cars.
granted a divorce.
With public interest still high on
Mr. Thompson was at Montreal when
news that his son Adam waa In a pre- account of past and espected revelacarious condition reached him. Dr. tions Henwood was placed on trial
Wilbur' Post, of this city was tele- Over the defendant's protest the disnot
graphed to proceed to Raton' and he trict attorney elected to try him
Von
for
of
but
Puhl
for
the
killing
accomplished the Journey of 1,125
'
Mrs. Springer hermiles in 20 hours arriving at Raton that of Copeland.
self took ' the tand for the defense.
this forenoon.
;'v
Henwood was' convicted of murder in'
Mr. Thomson's special was waiting
the second degree, and :W July 14,
when he reached here and it will at- 1911,
Judge Greeley W. Whitford sentempt to lower the record set by the tenced him to life imprisonment. Just
physician's special.
before sentence was pronounced Henwood stood before the judge and in
an impassioned speech accused him
KILBANE
CHALLENGES WELSH of prejudice and nnfalrness.
Appeal was taken to the supreme
.
Cleveland, . July 8. James Dunn,
which on February 3, 1913,
court,
manager of. featherweight champion
a new trial, on the ' main
granted
pugilist Johnny Kilbane of this city
ground that Judge Whitford erred In
today Issued a challenge to Freddie refusing to include a manslaughter
Welsh of England, new lightweight verdict in his instructions to the Jury.
A feature of tb,e second trial was
champion, for a bout between Kilbane
and Welsh for the lightweight title. the appearance of John W. Springer
Dunn asks Welsh to meet Kilbane at as a witness for the defense. Mrs.
133 pounds ringside, the regular light Springer did not testify in this trial
weight limit
(Continued, on Page Four)

TODAY AND WILL
BE HELD FOR TRIAL FO"R MURDER OF MRS. BAILEY

Decking it of personal advantage in the organiza'the demo tion of a great reform, which promts
cratic party as the enemy of big or es to be eo serviceable to the nation
8.
Five
Freeport, N. Y., July 8. MrsEdwin little 'business, President Wilson to are setting an example of patriotism
defeated Carman was arrested this afternoon day gave out a. statement in support and of public spirit which, the whole

El Paso, Texas, July
were
thousand, federals
Sunday in a .battle outside of Gua
dalajara, capital and metropolis of
Jalisco state, according to a message
received today from General Alvaro
Obregon, who .reported the battle to
General Carra-ozaIn his report the western division
commander explained that the enemy
left Guadalajara to make a sortie
againt the constitutionalist troops in
vesting the town, and that after 36
hours of fighting were driven back.
The battle took place 25 miles northeast of Guadalajara, The report stated that the federals abandoned ten
troops trains and large quantities of
arms, ammunition arid supplies.
Carranza Officials Reinstated
Reconstruction of the constitution- a'ist governmental machinery in Chi
huahua wll lbegln Immediately, as a
result of the. settlement of the
dispute.
Carranza officials, ousted from office in Juarez afld other Chihuahua
by the Villa' Taction when the division became pronounced, will be reinstated, was the statement today by
Carranza agents here. This means
the restoring of federal positions and
railway lines in Chihuahua to the men
appointed by Carranza. Most of these
are among the 24 Carranza officials
held as virtual prisoners in Chihuahua
city by the Villa authorities since the
breach.
As a result of internal peace nego-tionat least three Carranza officials
will resign, owing to the demands
made by Villa's delegates to the conference.. Isidro Fabela, minister of
communications in the Carranza cabinet; Alfredo Breceda, one of Carran-za'- s
special agents In Washington, arid
General Isidro Trevino, chief of staff
to the constitutionalist leader, will be
removed from their posts, according
to the well informed leaders In El
Paso.
It is reported that Rafael Zubaran
of
Capmany, special representative
Cnrranza in Washington, also may resign, as the Villa taction Is bitter
against him. In return for these concessions on Carranza's part, Villa has
acknowledged absolute subordination
to him' according to messages from
Torreon.
Whether or not General Felipe An
geles, chief of artillery under Villa,
will be expelled from the constitutionalist ranks by Carranza's order, still
was a matter of conjecture among both
factions here.
While on the surface everything
seems peaceful, there Is a' growing conviction on both Bideg here that the
adjustment is only temporary. Villa
Is sending hla brigades northward from
Torreon ostensibly to" recuperate. In
stead of turning southward toward a
.

ci-ti-

s,

Mexico City.

,

DEPENDABLE

Suspicion on Big Men Business of
Statesmanship to Recognize Ability and Character Executive
Would See All Forces United, for Upbuilding Legitimate
Business Along Administration Lines.

TAKE IS ARRESTED

MAY

ALWAYS

Will Do Nothing to Throw

SPIRITS AWAYJBER HUSBAND

BY RIGHT

OF, CONQUEST

SOCIETY

.(- -

..-j-

CONSTITUTIONALISTS

ENTIRE CONTROL

FATHER

RESOLUTE WINS

8.

QUARRELED JOVER

MAJORITY

DEMOCRATIC

ls

London, July 8 The brief respite
In the militant suffragette agitation
ended today when .Mrs. Emmeline
rankhurst resumed command of the
foices of the Women's Social and
union, at their London head-- '
quarters.
Mrs. Pankhuret, who re occupied the
offices at noon, was, however, permit-- ,
ted to remain in active command of
the militants for only a very brief period.When she emerged from her
headquarters to go to lunch the police
y
pounced upon her and took her to
jail.
Simualtaneously with the reappearance of Mrs. Pankhurst, a violent scene
was created in the central criminal
court where Mrs. H. P. Alice Hall,
Miss Grace Roe, Miss Julia Jameson
- and Miss Ellen Armee were brought
up for trial for conspiracy.
, The charge against them was
with others maliciously to
cemmit damage and Injury and to
spoil certain real and personal property of the subjects of our lord, the
king."
Prisoners Hide Infernal Machines
The prisoners had been arrested
during a raid on a West end flat on
May 21.. In their" rooms were found
a new shrapnel grade of ingenious
manufacture, coils of fuse and plans
of houses with Instructions how to
reach them and as to the usual movements of the police In the vicinity.
Miss Roe and Mrs. Hall, when
by
brought into court, surrounded
women, wardens, refused to plead.
'Shout Defiance
They threw papers and pens from
prisoners' enclosures and shouted a
commentary on their treatment In
Kclloway jail. Two policemen and
started to car.. live women attendants
ry them out of court to the cells below. When the judge decided to proceed with, the trial in the absence of
the two women, Mrs. Hall threw her

in

LARGE FORCE

HIGHEST COURT

Organization.

Vl

OBREGON CAPTURES A WITNESS
TESTIFIES HE SAW
IN THIRTY-SIWOMAN IN SHIRTWAIST HURHOUR BATTLE
RYING FROM SCENE

GENERAL

DENVER MURDERER, WHO KILLED
TWO IN BARROOM, HELD BY

ISSUES IMPORTANT STATEMENT

;

"

"

;

Report of Battle Confirmed
Sonora, Mexico, July 8.
In a message to Carranza dated yesterday at Ahualleo, Jalisco, General
Obregon reports an important constitutionalist victory in front of Guada
lajara.
"We have destroyed a federal col
umn that left Guadalajara to meet us.
The fight lasted 36 hours. At this
time, the enemy. Is fleeing In disorder,
leaving ten trains of artillery and am
munition. General Diesuez is in the
rar of Guadalajara, and I believe
none of the enemy will psenpe.
(Continued on Page Eight)
Nogales;

--

in connection with the murder of Mrs.
Louis Bailey.
. Mrs.
Carman was taken into cus
tody at her-- home, where Mrs. Bailey,
a patient pf her husband, was mysteriously shot on the night of June 30.
A charge of murder has been lodged
against her.
Inquest into the death of Mrs. Louise
quest into the death of Mrs. Louise
Bailey, mysteriously murdered on the
night of Tuesday, June 30, in the office of Dr. Edwin Carman, a practicing physician of this village, was
closed shortly before noon today. No
verdict was announced but one was
expected later in the day.
Ellswood Bardes, a new'"""witnes8.
testified just before the hearing closed that he had seen a woman he was
unable to identify,, running away, from
the doctor's office shortly after the
shot which killed Mrs. Bailey was
fired. She wore a dark skirt and
white shirt waists Witnesses testi
the infying at
quest swore that Mrs. Carman was
thus garbed on the night of the mur
der. She had maintained, .however,
that she was dressed in a kimono
and in her bedroom. In this contention Mrs. Carman was borne out on
the stand today by her young daugh
ter Elizabeth.

Washington, , July

8.

would be unfair to regard

if

Paul WaAilrg of New York and country admires.
Thomas D. Jones of Chicago, his noDuty to Recognize Ability
minees for the federal reserve board.
"It Is the obvious business of states,
President Wilson's statement fol- manshlp at this turning point In, our
' '
'.
lows:
':"'
development to recognize ability and
''It would be particularly unfair to character, wherever it has been disthe democratic party and to the sen- played and unite every force for the
ate itself to, regard it as the enemy upbuilding of legitimate business
of business, big or little. I am sure along the new line which are now
that it does not regard a man as an clearly indicated for the future."
The president 'said today he earnobject of suspicion merely because he
has been connected with great busi- estly hoped Mr. Warburg would reness enterprises, ft knows that ' the consider his decision not to accept
business of the country has been chief-ly- y the nomination, and that he was urgpromoted' 1n. recent years by en- ing him to do so. He expressed con
terprises organized on a great scale fidence that Mr. Jones would be conand that, the vast majority of the men firmed.
connected with, what we have come to
The senate banking committee had
call big business are honest, incorrup-tlb- p no meeting today but an opportunity
and patriotic. The country may All! be afforded tomorrow for a font' I
be certain that it is clear to members motion to withdraw the Invitation t.i
of the senate as it is clear to' all eppear to be questioned. It waa sa' J
thoughtful men that those who have today by members that a majoritv
fried to make big business what it ould oppose IL Chairman Hitchcock
ought to be, are the men to be encour said no suggestion nnd reached him
aged and honored,whenever they re- from- administration officials for the
spond without reserve to the call of withdrawal of the lnivtation,
The nomination of Thomas D. Jones
public service.
"I predict with the greatest confi- of Chicago also will be taken up to
dence that nothing done by the demo- morrow. It was not certain today that
cratic, majority of the senate of the Mr. Jones would be approved by a
United States will be of a sort to majority.
throw suspicion on such men. Mr.
It became known today that several
oJnes and Mr.- - Warburg, in manifest- members of the committee are not so
ing their willingness to make person- r.:uch interested in the American conGaston Boissonault, manager of the al sacrifices and put their great ex- nections of Warburg as with an Inter
detective division of a company which perience and ability at the service est he may have In foreign banking
devices to of the government, without thought houses and in his foreign investments.
manufactures
telepnon.
was the f.'tst
record conversation
witness called.
CONFESSES MURDER
It was Boissjaa.ilt'3 company that AVERAGE CHILD
Installed a (eleanr.ie device in Dr.
berorc tht
Carman's office
OF LITTLE CHILD
at the orddr of Mrs, CHrtT-.cn- .
,
witness toll today of the liret
'
call cf Mrs. Carman at his office She
CARRIES
BODY
INTO
HOUSE.
firii said she was a dressmaker, then NEITHER IS CHILD BORN OUT OF
TNG
NECESSARILY
CLAIM
WEDfLOCK
HAVE
TO
FOUND
BAD,
A. Vng she had
adirji.te bej:
IT IN ALLEY
j
many, 4omestl troubles and wanted
! (SAYS TEACH ErJ ,
to hear what went on In her huai'and':?
St Paul, July .Tbe child born out Chicago, July 8. Boswell C. F.
office. The witness Bald arrangements
a salesman, confessed today to
re of wedlock is not ordinarily a defecfor the rental of the instrument
old Hazel
made on May 19. On the samJaj tive kor is It necessarily bad, accord- the mMrdter of four-yea- r
Weinstein last night.
Mrs. Carman made plans to take her
to Dr. M. P. E. Groszmah of the
Smith, unaware that some of his ac- husband away for two day: wjujej ing
Association
for
National
,n
tIong
thetudy
installed.
bac, ot the Bnoa
the instrument was being
of Exceptional ChU- - j kept by the girl's parehts had been
Education
ard
had
Mrs.
Carman
Boissanault Bald
who spoke before the depart--! served, carried flie' body into the store
told him about seeing a nurse kiss
ment of special education at the con- explaining he had found It
Dn. Carman.
"See, this was in her mouth," ha
"She said she was so mad," be vention of tie National Education as said
exhibiting a gag on which the
of
went on, "when she saw that kiss that sociation today. A close study
child had been choked to death. At
she almost broke the window by thousands of cases, he said, had dis- this
point the witnesses appeared and
closed the startling fact that less than
knocking on it"
Smith was arrested.
Mrs. Carman told him further, he 10 per cent of the children born to
said, that she knew Tier husband met women leading irregular Mves were CHICAGO MEN SEE PRESIDENT
many women both in his home and below normal..
Washington, July 8 Supporting
outside and she asked the witness ''Every child is an exceptional the administration awU trust program
whether he could furnish detectives cl.ild," he Bald. "There is no stand- In some particulars and opposing it
to follow him. She had said emphatr ard by which to judge them as aver- - in others, a delegation-o- f - Imistnesa
;
ically, however, Bhe would hot get a age; meu, representing the Chicago
divorce on account of her daughter.
Statistics have been compiled by Dr.
commerce, conferred more
The witness said one of his instru Grossman showing that the United I than an hour' today with President
ments was installed and that later States spends $t,l00,0O0,fW0 annually Wilson.
Mrs. Carman told him she had been for police, courts of justice, prisons,
The conference had to do with par.
bills.
keeping in a diary a record of every- charities and corrections, and similar tieulars of the pending anti-truthing she had heard over the instru forms of protection against evils, and The Chicago delegation advocated esment. She said she had some diffi cnly $600,000,000 for schools, churches tablishing a trade commisKion broader in scope in some reewcts than that
culty in hearing all that went on in and other constructive agencies.
the doctor's office, because the docWith harmony in. the ranks of the proposed in the Newlundi bill anil
tor and his women patients some- National Education association assur- lesser in .scope ia other respects. They
times whispered. She bought two ed as a result of the withdrawal from also supported a provision to mrv.a
additional batteries on this occasion. the presidential race last nteht of Dr. illegal ctrU n I ii
t V
i
The president told the It'isu: s
Tizabeth Carman, 12 years old, David B. Johnson of RocVhill, S. C,
1
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Carman, tes and L. R. Alderman. Portland, Ore., it was ii lJi i t
tified that directly after the shot was in favor of Dr. David Starr Jordan, (he ence nod crera'iiia cf
r
fired she ran upstairs and saw her committee today 'put aside political and simi r r
n
i r
32
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who manages Torres, will go down
to the senate in October, 1900, to fill
TO
BACH
BE
ELFEGO
o look the situation over. It looks as
of
death
the
caused
the vacancy
by
UCHING BURNING
Laa VaLaodinStora
if
isDeming during the encampment
JuBtin S. Morrill. Last April be
to
stage
would
a
time
be
Diced
good
place
he
announcement
that
J7 J
sued formal
By
PROSECUTED FOR LIBEL
As,' -a star card, he will lose no time in
would be a candidate for
preparing to iut one on. The stellar
hla entire senatorial career
Estohluked IBtt
A Function Greatly Assisted During
South Side Pkja
bout would be between Torres and
EDITOR AND
rM. Dillingham has stood firm as a
Weil-Know- n
wants
Frankie
Gage
HELD
a
WoulU
FOR
has
OFFICE
NOMINEE
Break
Gage, providing
By
Started With Pimples.
"regular" republican, though he
to take on Levy's tough scrapper. If
ON CRIMINAL. CHARGE
not been classed as reactionary to the
and Spread. Covered Limb From
Remedy.
doesn't want the meeting Mansame extent as have Senator Penrose
Used Cuticura Gage
Hip to Ankle.
other
may put Benny Chavez up
ager
of
some
the
Levy
of Pennsylvania and
Entirely against Torres.
Albuquerque, July 8. A warrant for
Soap and Ointment.
Either Gage or
In
house.
in
the
upper
republicans
the arrest of Elfego Baca on a charge
a Scar.
Well
.Without
stive
Torres a rattling
Chavez
would
will
have
he
his fight for
of criminal libel, similar to that prefleiit .and the fans would see a mill
the solid support of the old guard ferred
Oxford, Mont. "My salt rheum started
against the three employes of
that would live in their memories.
which has ruled the republican party
with UtUe while pimples. When I scratched
Publlca
La
Paca's
Opinion
newspaper,
of
score
of
on
last
the
later
and
Itch
for
would burn and
in Vermont
they Preliminary to the mala bout,
after they
last night, and under which,
of
select
a
array
be
would fill up, break and spread and get red
would
course,
years.
examination, the three men all around. It came on my thigh. When hardworking and hard milling talent
waiving
ru
&
We feel that the time Is no here for a decisive cut In Silk
lot
of
rest
at
set
Mr. Prouty
the plmplea broke just enough fluid ran out
v ere bound over to the Valencia counWaists.
These waists are tbe brcken sizes left from the season's sell-into
the
aeemed
mors by his announcement last week
form
scales.
enlarge
to
It
ty grand Jury, this morning at Los sores and they felt like
when
The materials Crepe de Cbine. Shadow Lace, Net,
Voat ruder will b Intwwited to morI of his formal entry Into the senatorial L tin
Chiffon, and
as, will be issued at Los Lunas
clothing rubbed over them. I underwhy analysis of urine
clearly nndrratand
China Silk. All are made In the clingy styles so
For many years Senator Dil- this afternoon and served on Baca my
ft. 8. to field.
m Important In the iim ofIs a8. stimulant
popular this season,
went a treatment for quite a while but I got WATROUS
PIONEER
and the styles were never prettier than, this season.
and Mr. Prouty have been
purify the blood.of ItsDoeaction
relief. In fact I got worse. I waa getting
blood Teasels tbat lingham
to the myriad
hert following the arrival of the even- Do
so that it troubled me very much, aa It
make op tha constructive tissues of tba warm personal friends and political
train from Los Lunas.
All tbe blood from all over the
kidneys.
got so I hated to move my limb for fear to
these reasons, Mr. prouty ing
While we haven't every size In each style, wo have your size In '
FLOOD
body mutt paaa through the kidneys. They allies. For
IN
This information was telephoned to crack open the sores which covered my left
DROWNED
and aasayers. And acroriling declared in his announcement, he dis
art aa tenters allow
some style.
limb from my hip to my ankle. Tbe sorea
to paaa out in tbe urine,
to wbat tbey
the Evening Herald this afternoon fol were
from the aize of pea to the aize of a
both aa to qaantlty and materials, tbe liked to oppose Senator Dillingham,
of
three
tbe
health of the kidneys and tbe quality
lowing the commitment of the
silver dollar.'"The catalytic energy but he added that there were certain
blood la determined.
$2.75 to $3.00 Silk Waists
"I turned to the advertisements In the EDWARD WOODBURY LOSES LIFE
forced by 8. fl. H. la shown In the urine. facta which lie could not ignore. He employes of La Opinion Publica, pend
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forests in Arisecute in the name of the United
Criminal libel in New Mexico is somehow he started for Capitol Hill.
zona.
nominated by the republicans. Gover- fusion plans have been revived, but
States and its courts such, proceednor Allen Af. Fletcher, the recognized whether with any better chance of punishable by a heavy fine, by impri
Some boys who were playing in the MESSAGE
OF SORROW
ings at law or in equity as may from
leader of the progressive wing of the success than before remains to be sonment in the state penitentiary at street, disapproving of bis bare feet
ANXIOUS STOCKHOLDER
time to time be necessary and approthe discretion of the court, or both and of the fringe on his trousers, be
Santa Fe, July 8 Attorney General
republican party, will probably run as seen.
ALVIN
N.
WHITE
FOR
to
enforce the provisions here Frank W.
priate
Mich fine and imprisonment.
an independent Charles A. Prouty,
gan to throw rocks at him. One of
Clancy today received an inof relative to the application and disJudge E. A. Mann has been retained the rocks struck Ben on, the right leg.
formerly a member of the interstate
from a Californian who wants to
quiry
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SHOE AND LEATHER FAIR
commerce commission, is out as a
by Ed M. Otero, to assist the state The boys laughed and went skipping EN ROUTE TO MEETING OF EDU position of the said lands and the pro- know whether his stock in the Silver
ducts thereof and the funds derived
on a nonpartisan platform. Rev,
RECEIVES WORD OF
CATOR
Boston, July &. Many manufactur in the prosecution, and is at Los Lunas away. Ben went sobbing and limping
Sunlight Mining and Milling company
therefrom."
caners of England, France and Germany today.
MOTHER'S DEATH
Fraser Metzgar, the progressive
back to his folks.
of New Mexico is worth anything. AsAs
the
issue iSxOf considerable con
Baca and the three La Opinion Pu
didate for governor two years ago, is are represented at the seventh annual
There was no food In the house that
sistant Attorney General Harry S.
the choice of his party for the sena- international shoe and leather market blica employes are represented at Los night, much less medicine. There bas Santa Fe, July S. Superintendent sequence to the state, involving as It Clancy discovered that the company
does certainty of title to its school
been food since, thanks to neighbors, of Public Instruction Alvan N. White,
at cne time operated at Bagdalena,
torship. Harland B. Howe, Charles fair, which was opened in Mechanic's Lunas by Modesto Ortiz.
A. Watson and Martin A. Brown are building today and will be continued
themselves far from rich. But Ben's while on his way from Denver to St. lands, it will be carried to the tribunal
county, but that the slump
mentioned for the democratic nomina- for one week. The exhibits .show FQUALIZATION BOARD SCHEDULE leg received no care until it was Paul, to attend the National Educa of last resort unless the state's concompelled it to suspend operatention
is
Santa Fe, July 8. July 15 has been dressed at the hospital. He is
endorsed before it is reach- - tion.
tion.
every process in the manufacture of
happy tional association convention, was in- ed.
Many Santa Feans are stockAt the present time Senator Dilling- shoes, from the raw leather to the set by the state board of equalization now, but physicians say nad he not formed of the death of his mother at
holders in the concern.
During the week for the hearing of appeals on assess been found when he was he might Lone Wolf, Okla., and immediately
ham and Mr. Prouty are looked upon finished product.
broke his journey to attend the fun
as tbe two strongest candidates In the of the talr there will be a series of ments, the following cases from Bern have died.
The mother, whose bus band desert eral. He was first notified of her se
senatorial contest, although the Inde conferences of shoe manufacturers, alillo county being on the docket thus
far: Florence P. Johnston, Albuquer ed her two years
ago, is 89 years old rious illness while at Denver.
pendent candidacy of Governor Fletch- machinery and supply dealers to dis
er or a fusion of the democrats and cuss various matters of importance to que Traction company, First Savings and has lived in Denver 14 years.
for Bank and Trust company of Albuquer
MEETING OF REAL ESTATE MEN
at Close of Business June 30, 1914 of the
progressives may bring about a radl- the trade. The opportunities
GOVERNOR NAMES CHAIRMAN
Pittsburgh, July 8. Hundreds of
cal change in the situation before the world trade expansion offered by the que, Fernandez company, Raynoids
Wagon Mound Trust and Savings Bank
Santa Fe, July 8. Governor Mc real estate men, representing almost
opening of the Panama canal will be Addition company, Santa Fe Pacific
election is held.
After an active political career in one of the principal topics for discus Railroad company, Jacob Korber, Donald today designated Laura Wil every state in the union and several
'
Wagon Mound, N. Mex.
Charles Ilfeld company.
son Johnson of Palomas Springs, of the provinces of Canada, were on
the state, Mr. Dillingham was elected sion.
The Santa Fe county appeals will be Sierra county, as chairman of the hand today at the opening of the an
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Bayard, giving better service to their clients
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ed military forts and reservations in building, the relation of tbe- real es
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JINX ON HIS TRAIL
the southwest into tuberculosis sana- tate man to the community and his
182,927.87
Minneapolis, "Minn., July 8. John toria. New Mexico has a number of opportunities and obligations are other
'The Children's ChilWoods of Chicago recently left his such abandoned
dren" are now using
LIABILITIES.
military forts and subjects that will be dealt with in
home city for Minneapolis and here reservations and two of these, Forts papers and discussions.
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is what happened to him:
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Bayard and Stanton, are already ocIn Milwaukee he fell off a box car
SANTA FE ROLL LATE
day the same safe effeccupied by ,such sanatoria.
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and fractured his right arm.
tive and curative medSanta Fe, July 8 The board of
In La Crosse he had pneumonia.
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Chicago, July 8. Details of the new
Marconi Invention, by which lake and
ocean navigators will be able to locate any ehiip or wireless stations,
and give the bearing and distance of
the stations or ship no matter
the fog, have been made public The apparatus was first tested
cn the Royal mall steamer. Royal
George, by Ingo Emile Ichlno, and he
now says that the name of the apparatus Is
system.
To outward appearance the apparatus constats of a square black box,
with a serial tuner on the front and
a complete compass diagram, showing the 300 degrees, with a large
pointer surmounting It, behind. By
the side is a host of wires and
switches, and when the current is
turned on there was a sustained note
as the
which varies in Intensity
pointer is turned around to the various points of the compass.
The Invention is designed with the
object of telling the man In charge
of the Instrument the bearing of any)
ship, ok wireless station within ja
range of 70 miles. This result is
achieved by the apparently
simple
process of turning the pointer around
until the point Is reached where the
sound or signal is strongest. When
this point is reached the bearing of
the signalling station or ship is indicated by the compass, nd the Captain Is able to tell exactly his distance
from It and the direction of It no
matter what the state of the weather.
"Thg first time the Instrument has
c
liner
been tested on a
was on the Royal George," said Mr.
Iohinc. "'It was 'previously tested on
the steamer Eskimo, trading between
Hull ' and Christiana, and we were
able to steer the vessel In thick fog,
not only into the port, but Into the
Fjords as well, by its aid."
Captain Thompson, in his chart
room on the Royal George, made a
chart of the experiments. "The first
boat picked up," he said, "was the Columbia. We ascertained her position
and then, at a given time, they gave
signals and we were able to tell
how-heav-

sl

frans-Atlanti-

Santa Fe, July 8. Officials of the
local good roads headquarters had a
pleasant surprise this morning when
Francis E. Lester, president of the
Jew , Mexico State Association of
Highway Officials wrote asking for
an increase in the amount of time
allotted to the annual meeting of his
oi ganlzation, which is to be a feature
of .the coming good roads convention
here. The increase was granted immediately, arrangements being made
By reducing the amount of time allotted to the gasoline gymkhana,
which is to take place on the evening
of the day the officials hold their
meeting.
The session of the officials' organization will be attended by the governor, state engineer, land commissioner and other state officials connected with the administration of the
roads and the governor and state engineer will have places on the program. Several special features will
be considered, the most important ot
them being the matter of proposed
revision of the state road laws. Attorney General Frank W. Clancy will
speak along this line, discussing
"Needed Road Legislation."
President Charles Henry Davis of
the National Highway association' has
wired President Twltchell of the
state division of that body offering
a handsome prize for one of the
events of the gasoline gymkhana and
his offer has been accepted.
The contract was let today for the
badges for use at the convention,
which will be very handsome. These
badges will be furnished free to

Cured of Indigestion

Mrs. Sadie P. dawson, Indiana, Pa.,
was bothered with Indigestion. "My
stomach pained me night, and day;"
she writes. "I would feel bloated and
have headache and belching after eating. I also Buffered from constipation. My daughter had used Chamberlain's Tablets and they did her so
much good that she gave me a few
her Dosition at that moment). doses of them and Insisted upon' my
In the second case we decided to find tryJing them. They helped me as
the bearing of the ship before com- nothing else has done." For sale by
munication with her, and after we all dealers. Adv.
had found that out we called her up
on the ordinary wireless outfit and
found that it was the Sicilian and SYMPATHY FOR MRS. BERNHARD
that our bearing was only one degree Santa Fe, July 8. Corporation Comout. In the third test we got the missioner Hugh H. Williams today
bearing of the Calgarian, and after- sent a message of condolence to Mrs.
wards ascertained that our finding C. M. Bernhard at Las Vegas, whose
was only a fraction, out, which Is of husband, was one of the leading
no Importance at a long distance. The Knights of Pythias or New Mexico
Columbia was 66 miles away, the Si- and' for many years grand keeper of
cilian 18, and the Calgarian 53 miles records and seal Bernhard resigned
away, and all the bearings were cor- several years ago because of failing
rect within three degrees. They were health. He and Williams were close
;
wonderful tests."
personal friends.
,
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Santa Fe, July 8. That the maneuvers of the National Guard with the
regulars, both infantry and artillery,
at Deming, will prove the most inter
esting military event in the history of
the state 8 nee the civil war. Is apparent from the dally schedule made
out by Adjutant General Harry T.
Herring today, who by the way, denied
any portion of the militia will be mobilized at Albuquerque. The mobilization will take place at Belen.
Every evening there will be an officer's meeting and discussion of the
problems of the day. There will be a
daily parade, to be followed by guard
m iunt A band concert will be held
evory evening at about 8 p. m. There
will be frequent drills for battery and
sanitary detachment The first two
days will be given to company Instruction. Then will follow two days of
lattalion instruction to be concluded
vlth the regimental maneuvers.
On governor's day, July 17, thoro
wiil be various drills. An escort will
be sent to Doming to brin ; Governor
McDonald to camp. Combats will provide the customary hikes, while tent
pitching close and extended order
drills, intrenching, bayonet exercises,
rifle practice, establishing outposts,
advance guard, etc., will serve as further diversions.' Camp will be broken
and the various companies and the
battery entrain for their homes on the
afternoon of July 21.

JULY

WEDNESDAY,

WILKINSON TO THE BAR
8. "Colonel"
Philadelphia,
July
George Wilkinson and bis associate,
alaylon Van Booskirk, whose promotion schemes are alleged to have
about as substantial a foundation as
the carpet tack factory promoted by
Wallingford," were
arraigned before a federal commis
sioner tdday for a preliminary hear
ing on charges' preferred by the postoffice autnontiea The pair are
charged with using the malls to de
fraud. On the strength of a project
to transform the little hamlet of
Spring City, Tenn., into an industrial
and commercial rival of New York
city, "Colonel" Wilkinson Is alleged to
have drawn thousands of dollars from
the pockets of gullible persons In Eu
rope as well as in many parts of this
country.

8, 1914,

COLFAX

COUNTY TAX REPORT
Fe, July 8. Colfax county,
ahecording to the report of the traveling auditor received today, collected

Santa

of 1913 taxes last month, $1,- of 1912 taxes; $124.29 of 1911
and $100.31 of 1910 and prior taxes.
Lincoln county did nearly as well collecting $40,721.36 of 1913 taxes, and
$370.63 of 1912 taxes.
$53,293,
446.10

riM,
3

hZ4
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PYTHIANS WILL GO TO CANADA
Santa Fe, July ,8. W. W. Bowers
of Albuquerque, a former officer of
the Kansas grand lodge of Knights of
Pythias, wil accompany Supreme Rep
resentative Hugh H. Williams to Win
nipeg, Manitoba, next month, to lay
before the supreme lodge plans for establishing a sanitarium for consump
tives in New Mexico. Bowers has
gathered statistics to show that there
are hundred of Knights of Pythias in
New Mexico for health reasons and
that in the past 60 years thousands
have recovered their health by coming to New Mexico. Both he and Willi ms will work for the establishment
of a great K. of P. sanitarium in this
state.

Automobile stage line to Mora trf
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, leaving Las Vegas postoffice
8 a. m
arriving Mora 9:45 a. m
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
GALLUP GETS CONCESSIONS
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5;
Santa Fe, July 8. Corporation Com- one way, $3. Round
trip tickets good
missioner Hugh H. Williams, at the for one week. H. B.
Hubbard, Prop:
request of Gallup business men, has 419 Railroad avenue, Phone Main 307.
secured for Gallup the same privilege
Adv.
secured by the. corporation commission for Albuquerque, the taking of
passengers on the westbound limited AUTHOR "WHEN KINGS
for points south and west of Barstow
and upon special telegraphic request
LOVE", OSTRACIZED
of the commission also the privilege
for passengers from Gallup to Arizona
points, whenever the limited has any BOOK
DEALS
TOO
DIRECTLY
unfilled Pullman space. Word to this
AMATORY ADVENT-URE- S
WITH
effect was received today by Commis
OF HAPSBURGS
sioner Williams from J. J. ByrneBL asAustrian nov
'Vienna, July
sistant traveling passenger agent at elist. Countess, Edith Saalburg, recentLos Angeles.
Heretofore no passen ly published a sensational volume en
gers were taken on the westbound titled "When Kings Love." The book
limited at Gallup except upon special
J.jbviiously referred to the amatory
request of the commission. Involving affairs of the HapsbUrgs, and accord
a large amount of telegraphing and ingly was withdrawn from circulation
clerical work, both by the commission by the authorities.
j
and the railroad.
The military governor of the Tyrol
has now ordained a domestic boycott
There Is more Catarrh in this sec- of the Countess at Axco. No officers
tion of the country than all other dis- may visit her villa under pain of court
eases put together, and until the last martial.
As Arco is a very sleepy health re
few years was supposed to be incurable. For a great many years doctors sort, with the countess its one hostess worth cultivating, the military
prononunced It a local disease and prehave appealed, and the question Is
conand
ibed
local
set
by
remedies,
to be raised in ' parliament
treatlocal
to
cure
with
falling
stantly
Emperor Francis Joseph, who fig
ment, pronounced It Incurable.. Science has proven Catarrh, to be a con- ures very realistically in the novel
who
stitutional disease, and therefore re- his behavior to bis
set
to
forth
lived
be
murdered,
being
Hall's
treatment
constitutional
quires
.
in very vivid coloring is understood
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F.
Is
the
only to be at the back of the ostracism
Cheney and Co., Toledo, O.,
cc nstltutional cure on the market It and desires the authoress to be ban
is taken internally.
It acts directly ished from the dual monarchy.
on the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system. They offer one hundred There Is Healing in Foley Kidney Pills
You need a mighty good medicine if
dollars for any case it fails to cure.
once your kidneys are exhausted by
Send for circulars and testimonials.
Adress. F. J. .CHENEY and CO., To- neglect and overwork,, and you have
got it in Foley Kidney Pills.. Their
ledo, O.
action is prompt, healing and tonic.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti- Sound health and sound kidneys follow their use. Try them. O. G.
pation. Adv..
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
weekly,

girl-brid-

J--

Adv.

If Kidneys ana Bladder Bother
Then Foley Kidney Pills

Overworked kidneys will break
down if not helped. When they can
no longer protect the blood and the
body from the poisons that come to
them, then look out for Brlght's disease, serious kidney trouble and blad
der annoyances. Foley Kidney PlUs
are your best protection, your best
medicine for weak, sore, overworked
kidney and bladder weaknesses. Adv.

COLORADO FAMILY

ATTEMPT LONG WALK
TWO
WITH
LITTLE
HIKING' FROM
CHILDREN
HOME TO CLEVELAND
--

t

Take your ironing
to any room that's
cool, or out on
the porch. Attach
your Wil liam s
Electric Flat Iron
to the nearest lamp
socket-sna- p
the
switch - in a jifty
your electric iron
e
is
cool.
If you haven't an
Electric Iron-ga
Williams Iron at
the money saving
Price of $1.98. Buy
one today while
they last.

v1

Li

ft

hot-you'r-

PARENTS

et

A

Denver, July 8. With their
old boy and
girl accompany
ing them Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Martin
are walking across the country from
Loveiand, Col., to Cleveland, a distance of 1,410 miles. They were here
for a few hours and then set out for
the east. They will follow the gen
eral route of the Lincoln highway,
walking along wagon roads at all
times, and expect to reach Cleveland
before September.
En route from Loveiand to Denver
the four walked from nine to eighteen
miles daily, and even on the day
when they made the eighteen miles
the children, according to the parents,
were as fresh at the end of the day
as wede Mr. and Mrs. Martin.
They came into Denver with no evi
encountered any
dence! of having
hardship, and both the boy and girl
smilingly Insisted the walking was
just fine.
Martin is a horseshoer. His busi
ness in that line at Loveiand was
ruined by automobiles, and he decid
ed to return to Cleveland, his former
home. His wife suggested that to
walk: would make a vacation of the

k5fc

LAS VEGAS LIGHT

m

E

AND

POWER COMPANY

trip, besides being economical, and
when the children were consulted
they agreed enthusiastically to make
the long walk.
Martin will work along the way as
jobs are offered, and while his expenses will be, he estimates, about $4

a day, he believee that he will reach
Cleveland with more money than he
4 ad when he started.
He carries blankets and tarpaulins

In a roll over his shoulders and his
wife carries food supplies in a small
basket.

THE TIME WAS
when the insuring public was satisfied with DEATH Insurance,
that Is, Insurance that paid only at death, but that time is
past, and the majority of men and women today, at least the
LIVE Ones demand a kind of Insurance that protect against
DEATH and ALSO pays while you LIVE, In fact a demand for
a LIVING Insurance has been in demand, for several years,
and it remained for the Master Mind of O. C. KNEALE to
solve the problem and give to the world through the HERALDS
OF LIBERTY what is known as the NEW LINE LIFE, or
RESERVE FUND DISTRIBUTION Plan of REAL Life Insurance.
The HERALDS OF LIBERTY now own and control exclusively the RESERVE FUND DITTRIBUTION Plan of
by reason of the fact that the plans and Idea and
all forms of literature and the policy are copyrighted. This
is the ONLY Plan in existence today that REALLY meets
the demand of LIVE people and PAYS IF YOU LIVE, and
PAYS WHEN YOU DIE. The only kind that caters to the
LIVING side of man.
The Heralds of Liberty are organized in Las Vegas, and
wishes to announce- not only to its members, but to the
LIVE ones of Las Vegas, that regular meetings will be held
In the W. 0. VV. Hall on the First and third Friday nights
of each month. If you are DEAD, sleep oa, if you are ALIVF--.
then you should be a HERALD.
In-suran-
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Office with the San Miguel National Bank

FOREST FIRES IN MOVIES
Chautauqua, N. Y., July 8. General
Instruction in forest conservation is
to be given to more than 8,000 school
teachers from, every state in the union
at the mid summer meeting of the
American Forestry association, which
Is to meet here tomorrow for a two- day session. They will hear lectures
showing the great loss of life and
property every year in the United
States and other countries from forest fires, and motion pictures of raging fires will be thrown on the screen.
The pictures also will show how forest fires are fought and how forests
may be protected by patrols. Among
the lecturers will be Captain J. B.
White of Kansas City, Dr. B. E. Fer-noof the University of Toronto,
Charles Lathrop Peak, former president of the National Conservation
congress, and" Dr. Henry S. Drinker,
president of Lehigh university and
head of the American Forestry

-

R. C. HOWARD,
i
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.President
Tie. president
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Headache and Nervousness Cured
"Chamberlain's Tablets are entitled
to all the praise I can give them,"
writes Mrs. Richard Olp, Speneerport,
N. Y. They have cured me of headache and nervousness and restored
me to my normal health," For sale
by all dealers. Adv.
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work lu Porto Rico, In controlling the
plague on that island. Is well known.
Swift, decisive and effective action la
necessary on the part of locat, state

and national health officers. The
of the general
immediate
public and especially of all railroad,
transportation and local officials is
also necessary. Ports reached by
shipping must be watched to prevent
landing of the rodents responsible for
spreading the disease. It is impossible to state at present the extent
of the Infection or the number of hidden cases, but we may rest assured
that the fight will be waged with the
aid of ail the weapons of modern
science, and that all necessary funds
will be promptly provided.
Some one has said that the first
yellow fever patient always dies, so
also, of bubonic plague. A characteristic of this disease Is that it smolders
unrecognized and suddenly breaks
out, apparently froaix a number of
different centers of' infection. The
discovery df two cases in New Orleans indicates that! there are other
persons Infected,' and we may look for
the report of additional cases in the
course of the next week. The country is to be congratulated on the fact
that New Orleans and Ixwlslana have
in this emergency wide awake and
energetic health officers who have
lost no time In acting.
"
o EAST LAS VEGAS WITNESSES

The Names of East Las Vegas Per- Advance for Mall
sons Familiar to All
Subscriptions.)
Who are the witnesses?
Remit by check, draft or money
rder. II sent otherwise we will not
They are East Iiis Vegas people-Resid- ents
ae responsible for loss.
of East Las Vegas who
Specimen copies free on application. have had kidney backache, kidney ills,
bladder-Ills- :
who have used Doan's
Kidney pills. These witnesses en
AT
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
dorse Doau'fl.
EXPIRATION OF TIME
One East
Vegas resident who
PAID FOR
speak9 is Charles O'Malley, 713
Main Ave. He says:
"Through a
Advertisers are guaranteed the
.advice I used Doan's Kidney
friend's
largest dally and weekly circulation Pills
in my kidneys. The
foipalns
H rany newspaper In northern New
'
and genuine relief I got,
prompt
Mexico. ..... . ...
proved tomy ,'; satisfaction that the
merit ol jhls remedy is in no way
TELEPHONES
My experience war
Main
2
rants
Office
my holding a high opinion of
fullness
Main 2 Doan's Kidney Pills."
Nsws Department
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't
ask for a kidney remedy get
simply
WEDNESDAY, JULY 8, 1914.
Doan's Kidney Pills the same that
Co.
n
Mr. O'Malley had.
N. Y.
Buffalo,
Props.,
l'LAOUE IN NEW OKLEANS
(Cash

CARNIVAL HAS MANY

8, 1914,

OF ACID BURNS
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NEW HAVEN ROAD

ALWAYS TO HIDE FACE

GOOD ATTRACTIONS

TO BE SUED

.
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CAS VEGAS OAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

POUR

LARGEST AND SMALLEST LADY,
AND OTHER FREAKS DRAW
LARGE CROWDS

SUBJSCT-O-

With their share of the profits of
the big carnival that is playing on
the Plaza this week, the E. Romero
Hose and Fire company hopes to purchase a new fire team, according to
an announcement made today. The
old team has been put out of commission gince Daisy, one of the fire
queens, suffered a, fractured leg while
responding to an alrm some time ago.
The DeKreko Brothers carnival,
which Is playing here under the
of the EL Romero Hose and
Fire company, opened last nlght and

After months of
torture, during which he has endured
many operations, Albert Richards, a
in Roosevelt hospital, has been
condemned to spend the rest of his
life wearing a mask, although his features, burned by nitric acid two years
ago, have been partly restored by
surgery.
i Richards came to the hospital, It was
learned, because the mask frightened
everyone he came near. Dumas' story
of "The Man in the Iron Mask" will
be duplicated in this case, however,
for he can never escape the necessity
of concealing his disfigurement.
'
Richards, a chemist, was at work
on an experiment which involved the
use of explosives. The ingredients
blew up In a crucible. Richards was
holdinz a carboy of nitric acid. He
stumbled and fell, smashing the glass
container' and splashing the fiery 11
quid on 'his face and body.
For months he was not expected to
live. When he finally emerged from
the hospital he went home wearing a
mask. Atfer some weeks he got work
as a gardener, but his appearance ex
cited so much comment that he was
discharged.
Durine all the weeks since his re
lease, from the hospital his wife had
obeyed his orders never to raise the
mask from hjs face. One day her curiosity got the better of her and she
raised the cloth and looked at her
husband. She screamed and ran from
the house. She never lived with him
afterward.
A few months ago his case came to
the attention of a surgeon, who had
him removed to Roosevelt hospital,
where Dr. Karl Connel undertook to
cover the scars by skin grafting.
Until two weeks ago the surgeons
bad hoped the miracle could he carried so far that Richards would
emerge with a presentable face1.'1 Complications arose, however, and the surgeons now agree that the man must
never show his marred face again.
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was attended by a large crowd from
both Las Vegas and East Las Vegas.
Al the shows, of the carnival received
good patronage.
The smallest woman'in the world
and the largest woman in the world,
negro woman born at Roswell, N.
M., and weighing nearly 5Q0 pounds,
and a skeleton man, together, with a
menagerie of trained dogs and other
animals, form the big features ot the
side shows, while the snake charmer
is also io, evidence with her usual
tangle or
The big shows of the company, tne
Mexican circus and other features,
were greatly enjoyed and will un
patronized
doubtedly be more largely
':
u'
this' evening:
d
Is the
As usual the
big attraction. Last night the kids
thronged? (jn this whirling- conveyance
and enjoyed the ride to Its fullest ex
if
tent.
jEve-tempter-

F

ENACTED
'

,

DUMAS'

NOVEL

BY ACCIDENT'S

FUL SACRIFICE
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DEPARTMENT
OF JUSTICE PREPARES TO COMMENCE AC.
' TION AT ONCE

''

'

New York, July 8.

;

"BELOVED VAGABOND"

Washington, July 8. Although the
department of justice is preparing to
go ahead and file its long planned
anti-trusuit for the dissolution of
the New Haven railroad system, attorney general McReynolds still is
hopeful of a settlement without a prolonged fight in the courts. As was
announced some time ago, President
Wilson and the attorney general had
agreed the suit should he filed this
month unless the Massachusetts legislature and the executive committee
of the railroad agree on certain legislation necessary for disposing of some
of the stocks which the government
cnotends are being held ln violation
The attorney general has
of law.agreed to withhold me suit until July

i
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Found in Mora County
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They range in hardness between the
-..,
Topaz and Sapphire.

WOULD; FIGHT MOFFITT
Montoya and Cordova, promoters of
fistic contests in this city, today an
nounced that they are making arrangements for a match to be staged
in this city the latter part of the month
between Benny Chavez, the 'feather
weight who recently! lost to Kilbane
and Spider Moffitt of San Francisco,
vbo is now in the southern part of the
state.
The bout will be arranged on condl
Hons that can be approved by the
fighters, and the local fight fans will
undoubtedly be pleased at the pros
pect of seeing Chavez in the ring.' Both
boys are classy fighters and wllliflto a
cjI
big drawing card.
CHAVEZ

.

Folkstone, England, July 8. England today won, the doubles match
against Belgium in the first preliminary round of the competition for.the
Dwlght F. Davis international .awn
tennis trophy, and this with their ,jtwo
successes ln the singles matches; yes
terday gave them the victory ln the
..
round.

l'J

,
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Not' an imitation of the Diamond, but
a bright white stone.

yf

15.

The Massachusetts' legislature adjourned yesterday without taking the
necessary action.
Administration officials pin their
faith of a settlement without a long
fight on the fact that a new legislature comes Into existence on January
1. Under ordinary procedure a suit
filed this month would not proceed
very far before that time and could
be halted whenever the necessary leg
islation for a peaceful settlement was
enacted.
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ctystals as they are found, as well as
cut ready lor mounting.

Call and See Them at

'

:

.

A New Mexico Stone

st

ENGLAND WINS AT TENNIS;:.1

Thanks to the ceaseless vigilance
i
INDIANA BAR MEETING
MADE MORE LOVABLE
tt' the quarantine officers of the Unlt-t-- J
Indianapolis, Ind.. July 8. A not
States public health service this able
gathering of legal lights filled
i , but the second instance in which the assembly ball ,of the Claypool
IV"RS. McFARLANE IN LECTURE AT
ibis dread disease has gained a foot hotel this morning at the opening of
NORMAL SHOWS FULL BEAUhold on American soil In the last 20 the
TY OF TALE
eighteenth'1 'annual meeting of the
years, during which time It has made Indiana State Bar association. Feat
one of its periodic and mysterious ures of the
The theme of Mrs. McFarlane's lecopening session were an
circuits of the globe, says the Journal address of welcome by Mayor Bell
ture yesterday afternoon, which was
of the American Medical Association and the address of the president of
delivered to,,a larg audience In the
TUNNEL 60N0S HELD
regarding the bubonic plague outbreak the association, John L. Rupe of Rich
Normal auditorium, was found to he
in New Orleans. The four world-wid- e
mond, who, took as his subject "The
philosophy and beauty in literature.
UNCONSTITUTIONAL The
epidemics of bubonic plague in pre Indiana Taxation Laws." This after
English illustration of this theme
vious centuries, while carrying un- noon the association listened to an
was "The Beloved Vagabond'," by Wilprecedented death and disaster to the address on "Constitutional Develop
liam J. Locke, "the most lovable and
SUPREME COURT RULES THAT
human race, did not touch the North ment and
quotable book" of the last decade.
Municipal Life." by Clinton
IS SUPPORTING
DENVER
American continent, at that time unMrs. MoFarlane considered the book
Rogers Woodruff of Philadelphia, gen
PRIVATE ENTERPRISE
settled by civilized men and cut off eral
Munici
from
three points of view as IllusNational
the
of
secretary
from communication with the outside
a theory of education; as retrating
pal league.- - The meeting will con
Denver, July 8; The state supreme
world. The announcement of bubonic clude tomorrow afternoon with a gen
and the limitation
court today held that the Denver city vealing the value
plague within our borders, if made eral discussion of municipal govern
and as showing
of
conventionality;
bonds for the driving of a tunnel
ten years ago, would nave caused con- ment. :l Z
1' r,
the relation of purpose, or lack of pur
,
to
be
through the continents' , dvlde
sternation and panic throughout the
to human achievement and happi.it
rail pose
used by the Denver.
Salt
country, while 100 or 300 years ago,
ness.
on
the
road, were unconstitutional
the disease would probably have been
As
of the beauti
it would lend public credit ful further illustration
that
ground
smolwould
have
and
In artistic literaOD
unrecognized
and
philosophic
to a private enterprise.
dered in its characteristic fashion UnMrs. McFarlane reviewed "Chi-traAt a special election last February ture,
til a large number of cases and many
a
one act play by Tagore, which
the electors of Denver authorized the
centers of Infection had developed
has been immensely popular since Its
(Continued from Page One)
to
bonds
ot
Issuance
$3,000,000
city
as further li
Today through the knowledge given lienwood was found guilty of murder
to be used by the translation into English;
us by scientific medicine, we know in" the first degree and the Jury fixed drive the tunnel
of the characteristics of the
beration
Denver & Salt Lake railroad, the road
the cause, the method of transmission the penalty as death by hanging. A to
literature of India, she retold some
contribute $1,500,000. In an agree
tne necessary measures tor con- beautiful short stories, "The Lotus and
to
the
taken
supreme
wa8
appeal
ment between the city and the road
the
"The Elephant and the
.trolling this dread "black death" of conrt ln an aUempt to save the life the
latter was to meet the interest Ants"Bee,"
v
new
and
"The Repentant Wife."
sustory.
tll- - defendant
secure
a
and
of
i
payments on the bonds and .provide
Knowledge alone, however, will trlaL
In the agree
fo'r their redemption.
never save. The knowledge must be
After Henwood's first conviction ment the
Friend
city was given the right to
applied promptly and energetically. the case charging him with the mur use the tunnel for various purposes.
No time must be lost in stamping out der of Von Puhl was dismissed bjr
Before Baby Arrives
the infection, which, in the case of the district court on the ground that
iubonlo plague, is transmitted by rats three terms of court had passed with
The district attorney LOCAL BUSINESS MEN
and fleas. The prompt action of the out
authorities in New Orleans is In grat secured a aupercedeas from ftio state
ifying contrast to the inactivity, delay supreme court staying the order to
and evasion of the responsible offic-.lal- s dismiss. A subsequent attempt to
GO TO RATON
in San Francisco under similar secure' the dismissal of the Copeland
circumstances ten years ago. There case, on the ground that the dismissal
During several weeks of expectancy
has been no hesitation, no attempt to of the ' Von Puhl case had removed
LARGE DELEGATION ATTENDS there
is a splendid external embrocation
In
suppress the facts, no "indignation" the question of malice," failed..
our "Mother's Friend" ln which
CONVENTION OF RETAILERS
of women have the most
thousands
health
the
that
announcement
over the
OF THE STATE
unbounded confidence.
They have used
of the city was in danger. New Or NOTICI TO WHOM IT MAY CONit and know. They tell of its wonderful
influence
of
muscles
to
ease
bitter
abdominal
the
leans has learned by years
". CERN
A number of local business men and how
they avoided those dreaded
tem
that
fever
with
yellow
experience
NTOce is nereby given to whom It left this afternoon for Raton, where stretching pains that are so much talked
This safe external application la
porizing and denial always give dis nriay concern that Daniel T Hosklns, they are .to attend the state meeting about. used
over the skin to render It
gently
ease more time to develop. The lo the
to the natural stretching; which
undersigned, was appointed on the of the retailers' association and will amenable
It
undergoes. The myriad of nerve
cal health officers promptly recog ISlh
1914 Admin boost for the location of that meeting threads
day bt June, A.
Just beneath the skin Is thus
health
state
The
disease.
nized the
relieved of unnecessary'
in this city next year.
of the estate ot Edward
istrator
causes
relief Is the
authorities were Immediately notified Plowman.' deceased, and a.', persons
The session of this organization be- result asand great physical
by-host, of happy
and took action at once. Before the having claims against the estate of gan today and is being attended by mothers expressed
who
from
personal
write
facts had time to appear in the daily said Edward T. Plowman, deceased, large representations from all cities experience.
It is a subject that all women should
press the United States public health will present the same within the time of importance in the state, Albuquer- be familiar with as "Mother's Friend"
as
on
for
has
been ln use many years, has been
called
been
fiorviea had
que and Santa Fe sent large delega- given the most severe
prescribed by law.,
tests under most
sistance. Surgeon General Blue and
H03Kr.N3.
all
DANIEL T.
trying conditions and is recommended
tions, and both cities are competing
women
oi
now
ln
who
are
by
are
grandmothers
charge
Administrator.
for the 1915 convention.
Surgeon Creel
and who In their earlier years learned
gainWide
experience
situation.
the
Those who intended making the trip to rely upon this splendid eld to women.
Hono'Mother's
Is declared by a
ed in fighting this disease in Gen-erfrom Las Vegas are John H. York, R. multitude of Friend"
SUIT FILED
women to be just what exhas
Francisco
given
lulu and San
motherhood requires.
Santa Fe, July 8. Suit was filed In R. Russell, T. A, Johnson, Simon pectant
You can obtain "Mother's Friend" at
Blue a training for his task pos- the district court today by Jeanette Bacharach, J. H. Stearns, Jacob Stern, almost
any drug store. Get a bottle
and then write for our little book.
sessed by few, If any, other sanitar- G. Howard against Alfredo and Lena'D. W. Condon, Georga H. Hunker, W.
14
Address Bradfield Bnr'ilator Co.,
masterly rh'Igado, to recover on notes for $200. c. Page and David Rosenwald.
Lamar Bids-- , Atlanta. Ga.
ians, while Surgeon Creel's
'
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TAUPERT'S
Lightness of offerings had a bullish
effect on oats. Price changes, however, were only moderate.
HEAVY
RAINS Provisions advanced with hogs. The
SINCE
best demand was for ribs. The closi
ing quotations were: :
Wheat, July 79V&; Sept. 78.
CITY OFFICIALS ASK ALL RESICorn,
July 68; Sept. 65.
DENTS TO GRUB THEM
Oats, July 37; Sept. 35.
OUT OF HOME LOTS
Pork, July $21.87; Sept. ?20.37.
Lard,' July $10.07; Sept $10.20.
As a result of the recent rains the
Ribs, July $11.7; Sept. $11.82.
growth of weeds in the city has been
at a decidedly rapid pace and in some NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
8
York,-JulSelling of Gould
parts of the city a small jungle of the New
constituted
severe
recessions
at
stocks
seen.
be
pesky things may
The city officials again request all the feature of today's market
was heavy. The last sales
property owners to remove the weeds
'
for the day were as follows:
.;
.
trom their property.
7034
Just at this season of the year Amalgamated Coppf
Xl06
American
Refg.
Sugar
in
the
are
off
tourists
stopping
many
99'- Atchison
city for short or lengthy stays, and
111
weeds ln the residential ' section ' are Northern Pacific
164
Reading .
anything but a good' advertisemet.
9776
Southern IJaclfic
"
. ... . . ..... .156
Union Pacific ..
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE ,;
61
clear United States Steel
Chicago, July
weather northwest, allaying fear of United States Steel, pfd. . . . . . .109
damage from black rust today tended
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
to make the wheat market easy. Be
Kansas
City, July 8. Hogs, receipts
tides, reports indicated that,the yields
In the winter crop region were exceed-i- 7,000. Market higher. Bulk $8.35.
and
gwhat had been predicted, and cabje 8 55; heavy $8.508.55; packers
$8.35
butchers
lights
open-tnThe
were
$8.458.60;
bids
decidedly lower.
cent off to 8. 60 pigs $88.25.
which varied from
a shade advance, was followed by a Cattle, receipts 3,500. Market higher.
slight rally and then by a decline all Prime fed steers $9.159.60; dressel
to Ys beef steers $7.609; western steers
around. The close was weak
cent under last night
$(J.509.25; southern steers $58.60;
Corn rose on account of cash re cows $47.50; heifers $6.759.25;
mand here and in the southwest Okla- stockers and feeders $6 8. 10; bulla
homa dispatches told of Injury due $5.257; calves $6.5010.
10
Sheep, reecipts 5,000. Market
to dry, hot weather. After starting
LanVbs $8.509.20;
to 1
cent higher, the market con cents higher.
tinued to gain. The close, was weak, yearlings '$6. 256. 75; wethers $4.75
6; ewes $4.255.10.
,
to
net higher.
...,T

WEEDS GROWING FAST
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ROOSEVELT

MAY BE

CANDIDATE

YET

d

LEADERS Tn NEW
PROGRESSIVE
YORK ADMIT HE IS ONLY

POSSIBILITY
New York, July 8. For two hours
today the progress;jve.;leaders of New
i'ork state ts.averjj, argument at
their commandj to Induce Colonel
Roosevelt to agree that he wouM accept the nomination for governor.
After it was all over Colonel Rocsc-ve- lt
gald he had nothing to say at tbi3
time, and would not change his
statements declining to run. It
was understood "that the question was
still an open one, with the colonel
continuing to stand out against the
proposal that he head the state ticket.
Among those who talked with
Colonel Roosevelt was Clarence P.
Bodge, chairman of the progressive
state committee of Colorado, who is
trying to induce the colonel to visit
Colorado and make at least one
speech.
The question rose whether Colonel
Rposevelt wlll accept the progressive
nomination for governor of New York
may be decided to day at a meeting
at progressive national headquarters
here of the' state leaders.Delegations of progressives came
to New York from various parts of
the state to urge Colonel Roosevelt
to take the Domination. They said
frankly they had no other candidate
and had not even considered anothel
name for the head of the ticket.
Colonel Roosevelt's position was re
inforced by the attitude of progres
sives in other states. Ever since his
return" from Europe he has been re
ceiving letters and telegrams from
progressives In all iparts of the country urging him not to accept the nomi
nation. In some cases it has been
charged that the New York leaders
are willing to run the chance diH in
juring the party la the nation for the
sake of making a good showing in.
this state.
Colonel Roosevelt agreed today to
make his speech In Boston, originally
set for July 24, on August 17.

Fine Ladies
Shoes
$3.50 Vnd $4.00
Your choice
per pair

WOMEN

to 14 years
1-- 3

of

for

Children's
Dresses
Z

ONE LOT

OUTFITTERS

SPECIAL.

at

and

OFF.

CHILDREN

$1.89

BIG SUMMER
CLEARING PRICES
ON ALL SUITS, COATS
AND DRESSES
-

-

'""

t

.

-

50c to $6.00 per pair.
-

15 Per cent
Off Entire
Regular Stock

of
SHOES.

""""
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EVERY ONE wants to
live on Easy Street, but
establish
few
per
manent! residence there J
THE BACHARACH SHOE

makes every street
easy to your feet.
.

'

""

See our
Line of
SOFT SOLE

Slippers & Shoes
for Infants.

"The Story of Quality."

BACHARACH'S.
East Las Vegas,

.

-

r

"

New Mexico
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and Block.

8TANDING OF THE CLUBS

R,. H. B.
At Omaha
" 8 3
Omaha C
9 6
Lincoln
Batteries: Grover, Slagle and CrosPet.
by; Cooney, Smith and Rehor.

11

i1

JULY

rivi

8, 1914.

LAS VEGAS
AT AMUSEMENT PARK
vs.
SANTA FE
1 9 , 2
Denver . .
Batteries Clark and Murphy: King

PERSONALS

WEDNESDAY.

24 the main party of
white men and several Esquimaux
left their camp at the scene of the
wreck and set out for Wrangel Island,
which they reached March 12 after a
hard struggle. Captain Bartlett, with
an Esquimaux, left seeking help. It
took him 17 days with a dog train to
reach the Siberian coast about 50 miles
off North Cape, after a journey of 150
lett made a 50 miles journey oa land
to Emma Harbor, where he was subsequently picked up by the whaler
Herman, captain Peterson.
A letter from Pearson states that
Captain Bartlett was in bad shape.
On the long stage journeys his hands
and feet had been badly frozen and
he was suffering greatly.
Bartlett, apparently recovered, 1b
now at Nome waiting for the American revenue ru.ter Bear to take him
with supplies to Wrangel
Island.
Wbrn Captain Bartlett left Wrangel
13 men who remained
.Tbland, the
were apparently In good shape.
Since navigation will not open until
I
the end of August, no word of the
Tart,es can reacn civilization until

ADl.ilCCIOil

35

Dont Miss Ibis Game

i

25

G

On February

14

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT
the
Statement
TR.UST COMPANY

of
Miss Minnie F. Sanders, sister of
Condensed
G. Sanders, advertising manager
National League
BANK &
of the firm of E. Rosenwald and Son,
W.
I
Arrived in Las Vegas this week and
.612
41
26'
Las Vegas, New Hexico
Kiw .York
will spend the summer here. Miss
.556
32
.
..40
Moines
It. H F
Des
At
Chicago
Sanders Is the cashier and assistant
.493 Des Moines
38
.
9 0
30, 1013
....37
St. Louis
30, 1914
manager of the Boston . department Cincinnati
36 . V493 Wichita
1
'..35
U
Resource
Resource
.tore of Hutchinson Kansas.
35
.473
...32
Batteries;
Klnsella, - Duffy and
Loans and discounts
Pittsburgh
$335,655.21
Loans and discount
J223,8t7.?S
in
came
John Kerr of Albuquerque
.470
35
.31
Durham and Graham
..... . . ,. .
Furniture
Scott,
fixtures
Brooklyn
and
8,685.29
Haley;
Furniture and fixtures
4,750.00
.470
35
yesterday and will he a business vis- Pb iladelphla . ...... 31
Cash and due from banks.. 56,192.83
Cash and due from banks.. 19 210.45
itor here for the next few days.
40
ft. II. K.
Boston .', . ... . . . . .".28
,Mi At St Joseph
3
4
I
James A. French, state" engineer ac..
.
'
Topeka
$400,533.38
$247,80S ti
10 2
'
St.'
companied by H. Morgana, an engineer
,4
Liabilities
Joseph
'American
League
f
employed in Mr. French's office, were
Capital
L.
$114,220.00
W.
Pet Batteries: Ridgeway, Jones and
"."
LlabHitiea
"
business --visitors in Las Vegas yesProfits and surplus
29
10.125.76
.597 Waite; Lafierty and Schang.
43
Philadelphia
1113,180.00
Capital
terday for a short time.
.553
276,187.62
Deposits .
Detroit
...42 ,34
ProfiU
2,038.72
R. O. Burney of Mora came in last
548
33
.40
Washington
-- .1
133,589.61
Deposits .535 EIGHT OF STEFANSSON
33
38
$400,533.38
night for a few days business visit Chicago .
here.
The above Statements are correct
35
.527
Boston .
....39
$247,808.21
JOHN W. HARRIS, President
36
.520
39
Manuel P.. Maes, of Maes, N. M., St. Louis ......
EXPLORERS LOST
45
.357
was a business visitor in Las Vegas Cleveland . ...'....25
.353
44
24
New York .....
today.
District Attorney Charles W. G.
TWO PARTIES THOUGHT TO HAVE
fall.
Ward returned"last night from Mora
Federal League
BEEN OVERCOME BEFORE
where he has "been oa , business--, for
The previous report from which it
Lv
HELP ARRIVED
Pet,
the past few days. Mr. Ward went Chicago
41
was inferred that the whole party had
' 28 .594'
,
! reached
to Mora to attend the meeting of the Indianapolis
37
28.
.
Wrangle island, neglected to
...
J
'
Ottawa, Ontario, July 8. Eight! mention two parties of four which set
29
county commissioners of Mora coun- Buffalo
.38
.567
exArctic
of
members
the
Stefansson
.523
31
out ten days afteh Karluk sank one
ty.
.34
Baltimore
X
I .
i- .4S4 pedition, who were believed to be on for Herald lBland and. the other for
33
31
L). r. Strong of Mora was a busiBrooklyn .
Alascoast
of
off
the
f.
Island,
Wrangel
.452
40
an unknown shore, dimly discernable ,
ness visitor in Las Vegas yeBterday.
Kansas City ...... . 83
''4 '
l
was
V
J
of
Neither
36
.446 ka, with the Karluk- party which
F. M. Hughes, a member of the Pittsburgh
Arctic
the
t9
night.
through
42
.417 reported safe more than a month ago, these parties has been heard from.
30
board of county commissioners of Mo- St. Louis
are now thought to be lost, according
ra county, came in last night from
to a report which Depuety Minister of
business
a
short
Mound
for
Wagon
Western League
Marine Des Barretts received today
visit here.
L.
W.
Pet from Captain Bartlett In Nome. Bartcame
Griffin of Albuquerque
.587
31
44
Denver
TODAY IN CONGRESS
lett commanded the Karluk.
in vesterdav evenlne and will be a Sioux City
.571
33
...44
which accom
The
party
supporting
business visitor in Las Vegas today. St. Joseph
.566
33
43
panied the first party returned and reSecundino Romero left this morning Lincoln ; . . V
35
.533
40
ported that progress had been stopped
fcr his ranch at Casa Grande for a Des Moines
Washington, July 8 Senate: Met at
.519
37
40
by open water three miles from shore. 11 a. m.
Mr.
Romero
short business visit
.467
40
Cmaba
..........35
Four men were left with provisions on
ma'de the trip to the ranch by car- Wichita":
was resumed on the sundry
.400
48
32
the edge of the ice waiting for a Debate
civil
.364
riage, this being the first time for over Topeka ... ..........28
49
appropriation bill.
chance to land. That was the last
a year that he has been unable to use
Alaskan railway license law. waa
The
heard of them. The four were officers
lis automobile for that trip.
and a new Income tax was
repealed
Anderson
of
Alexander
Inverkeithing,
-Miss Ruth
Mrs.v Sidney Prager,
f
Scotland, Second Officer enacted for those lines.
FIfeshire,
TODAY'S BASEBALL
Rose, Russell A. Rose and Willard L.
Chrales Bartlett Seaman John Bredy :An appropriation-o- f $500,000 for exPrager, of Roswell came in Jast night
and Seaman Archibald King, all of penses of a federal exhibit at the San
from Roswell and win remain here
Francisco exposition was passed.
Birltish Columbia.
Victoria,
A BEAUTIFUL
France Blue Underflow 43 Piece Dinner Set given
for a few days on their way to Raton.
The second party consisted of Henry
Acting Chairma Hitchcock of the
tourists.
automobile
are
American
League
They
Bouchat of Paris, the anthropoligist banking commlttei Issued a statement
for coupons. One coupon will be found in each
of Crystal ButC. A, Morse, chief engineer for the
Chicago at Boston.
Allister Forbes explaining why the committee wanted
of the expedition;
The complete
will be delivered
Detroit at Philadelphia.
Rock Island railway, arrived in Las
you for 25 coupons and $3.75
Macky of Edinburgh, the surgeon of to question Paul M. Warburg, nominee
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n
reserve
board.
Vegas this afternoon in a private car
for
the federal
the expedition, who accompanied
in cash. These dishes
oldest and
by one of
St. Louis at Washington.
and will remain here until the arrival
House: Met at noon.
one of his expeditions; L.
tnis evening.
pottery concerns1 in America and by ourselves as well.
of Santa Fe train No.
Bills under the calendar Wednesday
Murray of Foxfield, Hant England,
' National League
Mr. Morse came to meet his son, F.
were
considered.
also
rule
the
of
expedition,
oceanographer
Boston at' Chicago.
T. Morse of Los Angeles, who is on
Senate resolution empowering the
a Shackleton man, and Thomas Mor'
Us way east with the body of his Philadelphia at Pittsburgh.
ris, sailor. This party waa seen a week president to invite foreign delegates
wife who died in California this week.
Brooklyn at Cincinnati.
later by an exploring expedition from to the iiome education congress In
to
New York at St Louis.
car
in
the
travel
will
private
They
the main party, which reported that Philadelphia in September was adopt;
Maine, where burial will occur.
Bouchat's hands were frozen and he ed.
Federal League
Colonel R. B. Twitchell returned
seemed in poor shape, but that he. reRepresentative Cantor of New York
Kansas City' at Chicago.
last night from Santa Fe and followfused offers of assistance and trans- proposed a constitutional amendment
'
St. Louis at Indianapolis.
ing a short stay here continued on
portation back to camp. That was the to permit the president to veto any
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portion of an appropriation bill.
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Eases Torment or Asthma and Hay
Fever
For the discomfort and misery of
aBthma and hay fever use Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound. It puto a
healing, soothing coating over the
swollen, tickling membranes, and eases the thick and choking sensation.
Helps you to breathe easily and
In the yellow package. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

J5he

nat-urall-

.

TORRANCE

OPTIC

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
Mft
102 Meets every Monday algal St
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas aveaae p
third Thursday In ) o'clock. Visiting membera are
each month. Visiting llaUy welcome. J C. Werta, PftiV
bothers cordially in lent; J. T. Buhler, Seeretary; fl,
ADVER- vited, liuy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van
Treasurer.

COLUMN
RATES

rOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

Petten. Secretary,
F. O. E

Five cents per Una each Insertion. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. J,
Estimate six ordinary words to a Una.
Reg
KNIGHTS TEMPLAJt
No ad to occupy let apaco than two
ular conclave
fee- All advertisements
lines
charged
tay In, each aw&th at Ma-will ba booked at space actually sat
sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
without ragard to number af wort's.
M. smith, EL C; Chae. Tamme, Re
Cash In advlnce prefsrrea.
corder.

t

For Salo

(GIVE

SALE To make room for
young stock, 75 yearling Rose Comb
Brown Leghorn hens, 25 yearling
R. C. R. I. Red hens. Phone Main
454. C. W. Wesner.

BARGAIN

IT TO THE CHILDREN

Finest physio in the world for chil
dren. They love to take it It tastes FOR SALE
Piano; good as new,
like lemonade. It is mild and suits
cash or payments. Phone Main 334.
their sensitive organs. It is thorough
and keeps their systems cleansed, FOR SAFE A
eafe, good as now. Ap
It does the
sweet and wholesome.
H. G. Coors.
ply
,
An Ideal
too.
same for grown-upsand Red
O. G. Schaefer
laxativa
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

For Rent

FOR RENT Residence, five rooms,
SIERRA COUNTY TAX REPORT
bath, toilet 902 Fourth street.
com
8.
most
The
Santa Fe, July
Phone Main 29.
re
most
in
and
most
thorough,
plete,
spects most exact of all of the assess
room nicely fur
n.ent rolls thus far received by the FOR RENT Four
on
nished
hill. Inquire at
cottage
traveling auditor's office is that from
520 Sixth street
come
to
Sierra county, the sixteenth
in. It is believed that the assessor
FOR RENT Two room furnished
of that county comes nearer to actual
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.
assessor
of
the
any
valuations than
other county. Sierra Is also one of
the few counties whose taxable assessment for this year exceeds that fixed
by the board of equalization last year. LOST One brown mare 21 months
old; star in face, white spot on
Tl e total valuation is $5,037,440 or a
nose, also white spot on left hind
million dollars more than Sandoval
foot, scar on Inside of right fore
county which has four times the pono brands. Reward if returned
wealth.
the
twice
at
least
and
leg;
pulation
to the Harris dairy.
Th exemptions are $105,039 and the
as
assessment $1,644,134
taxable
DR. F. B. HUXMANN.
against $1,628,980 last year and
Dantlat
the amount fixed by the board
Dental work of tny description at
of equalization.
moderate prices
If yoa have neglected your kidneys Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
and suffer from backache, weak back,
and
rheumatism
distressing
headache,
bladder weakness, you will find Foley
GEO. H. HUNKER
Attorney-at-LaKidney Pills to be the honestly made,
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
healing and curative medicine you
need to give you back your health
and strength. They are tonic in acMRS. OLLIE SHEARER
tion, quick to give good results. They
Profetlonal Health Culture for Ladles
will help you. O. G. Schaefer and
Hair and Scalp Treatment Manicure,
Red Cross Drug Stora Adv.
Facial Massage, Chiropody; Baths
and Massage With Strict AtSTEAMER LAUNCHED
tention to Doctor's
steamPhiladelphia, July 7.r The
Prescription
ship Great Northern, built for the
ROMAINE
HOTEL
Great Northern Steamship company to
Phone Main 155, Long Distance Main
San
and
Astoria
ply between Portland,
44.
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to
Francisco, was launched at the Cramp
3:30
p. m. Laa Vegas, N. M.
shipyards today. The vessel was
christened by Mm E. M. Lacey, wife
of C. C. Lacey, marine superintendent
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
of the steamship company. The Great
Osteopathic Physician
Northern is 625 feet long and will be
Office Crockett Building
and Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
fitted up for both passenger
Residence Phone Main 384
service.
freight

Lost

Severe Attack of Colic Cured
E. E. Cross, who travels in Virginia
and other Southern States, was taken
suddenly and severely ill with colic
At the first store he came to the merchant

recommended

Chamberlain's

JONES-BOWER-

S

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central

IS Tears
R. A. JONEJf

efubscrlbe for The

Optic

j

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. I, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS RegaUr con
vocation first Monday In

at Masonic
remple at 7:t0 p. m. p.
a, Brlaegaar, H. P.; P. O.

each

month

I....

No.
No.
No.
No.

East Bound
Arrive
7:20 p. m

Deaan
7:
a. m
11:61 p.
t:3t a. m
1:0 p. m

4. ...11:64 p. m
1:25 a. m
1:36 p. m
It....
I. 0. O. F. LAS VEGAS
innr.r tan
West Bound
.Meets every Monday erenlnz at
Arrive
Depart
meir nan on Sixth street. All vintM
No. 1.... 1:10 p. m.... 1:H fj. Jft
brethren cordially Invited to aitAnd
No. I.... :35 a. m..... :4t a.
UTieaensune. N. O.: A. T. Rogers. Nov 7..v. 4:20 p. m
4:U .
O.; T. M. Erwood. Secretary: Karl No.
1:35 p. m..'... 7:M a.
wertz, Treasurer: C V. Hedeww.k.
Cemetery Trustee.
iMood, Becretary.

8. P. O.

ELKS Mwt wwmU nuu
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Win. H. Springer, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon.
Secretary.

rs tff
or TUU!
This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-- if you use

KNIGHT3 AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets In
O. R. C, hall. Douglas aveniiA. nn ha
first and third Tuesdays - of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knighta and
Ladies always welcome. O. L Free

EMPRESS
FLOUR

man, President: Miss Cora Montague,
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.

It

is

L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second and
fourth Thursday
evening each
month at W. O. W. halL Visiting
brothers cordially Invited., Howard
Davla, Dictator; p. A. Una Secretary.
I. E. ROSENWALD
LODGE NO. B4t
I. O. of B. B. Meets
Tue
every

trst

day of the month in the vestry rooms
uf Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock 9
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially In
vited. Is&ae Appel, President; Charles
Greenclay, Secretary.

A

giving you

way when you
team how Much

BetferEMPRESS
FLOUR really is. j
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

2.

is.
u

IP

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
A A
SONS'
STANDARD

1

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Mondays of
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonaol; G. Laemmle, Clerk; S. W
--

Local Deputy.
Tisltini
members are especially welcone mni
cordially Invited.

'

a present for doing something
you M do any
'

f

SILVER

Montague,

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
ourth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.

FRENCH-TRE- Y

(STER
LING) FINISH

A

EMPRESS
can be ob

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Device,
G. K.; Prank Angel P. S.

tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
1,008 lb,, or More, Each Del very
1,000 Iba, io 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 Ibc to 1,000 lbs. Each Dsllvtry
60 Iba, to 209 lbs., Each Delivery
Lets than 5 Iba, Each Delivery

......
.....-.2- 5
v..

.M.MMe

..M....4a

per 1H BA
per IN laa,
per 1M Ike.
per 1t IMk
per 1ti Is

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors e aural las, the Parttj
Laatlac Qualities e Whleh Bare Kade Laa Vegas ramema.
OFFICE t DOUGLAS AVENUE

C3

ANT Ads
Are Best

Practical Experience.
W W.

Meets first and third
day evenings' each month at Wec
men hall. Visiting brothers ooraUaV
ly Invited to attend. C. N. Douglas
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

CO

BOWTCRS

Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
FILED ON
Two doses of it cured him. No one FIFTY SQUARE MILES
should leave home on a journey with
Santa Fe, July 8. Nearly 50 square
out a bottle of this prescription. For miles were filed upon In the Santa
sale by alj dealers. Adv.
Fe land office during the month of
June. If the five other land offices
PASSENGER AGENTS MEET
in the state did as well, quite a dent
Colorado Springs, July 7. About 25 was made in the 30 million acres of
meeting of public lands In the state. Of the total
delegates to the
the Western
Agents' asso183 entries on which fees amount

Passenger
ciation met here today for a session
of two days to discuss routine business, including rules and regulations
and rate details. The Southwestern
Passenger Agents' association will
meet in Denver Thursday and most
of the delegates to the western association meeting will go from nere 10
attend the Denver convention.

AND CAFF

CHAPMAN

COUNTY CROPS

CITROLAX

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

Santa Fe, July 8. United States
Marshal A. H. Hudspeth who returned
from, Estancla this noon reports fur
ther heavy rains in Torrance county.
The few who have put In crops are
promised a bountiful harvest, but because of crop failures in recent years
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN
the amount of acreage under cultivation is exceedingly small. One man
who had put In crops for seven successive years on one hundred and
more acres did not plant a single acre FOR SALE Residence
property 924
this year because of lack of means
Seventh street, East Las Vegas.
caused by droughts in previous years
Address Ea ricks on & Sabln, Phoe
ard now believes the seven lean years
nix, Arizona.
ere to be followed by seven fat ones.

CITROLAX

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
TSM BKST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HAND LIS

WANT

.

Adv.

S6e

FE PLAZA REPAVED

Santa Fe. July 8 At the meeting
of the city council this evening, State
Engineer James A, French and Mayor
Sargent submitted specifications and
plans for paving the north, east and
vest eldes of the Plaza, the state to
pave 1,369 square yards In front of
the Old Palace the city 1,206 square
yards, Catron and 229, First National
btak 62, J. B. Lamy 299, J. M. Dlaa
154 and A. R Renehan 75, the paving
to cost at least $2 a square yard. The
tctal cost wll be about ?7,000.

O

O

i.

SANTA

JULY

of
ing to $2,718.59 were paid, 80Were
12,685
final homesteads
covering
acres, 88 original homestead entries
covering 13,831 acres, 7 state land se
lections covering 3,520 acres, I final
desert 240 acres, 1 small holding claim
of 129 acres, 1 final mineral entry 20
acres; 2 commutation homestead en
tries 247 acres, 1 Isolated tract of 80
acres and one Indian allotment of 160
acres.

a
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If you have been neglecting
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to subscribe for The Optic NOW IS THE TIHE TO TAKE
THE PLUNGE

OlPQDnD

J

JYJ UUUL

with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There is no increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
old way.
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. AH the heat is concentrated oh the
iron, not a bit of it' escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and
the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketful! of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
YOU ARE COOL while

ARE

cool;

i

The Optic for

lvbor

saving-convenien- ce

whole yeor and this
is only

You may Bring your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.

1
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PU

Mail it or give it to the Carrier
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CREAM LOAF FLOUR

H

I

1

1 II MM

1

HMMI

MUTUAL THEATER

Fresh Bread
and Rolls

Bridge S:

TONIGHT

For Biscuits.

First Show Sto.rt a.t 7:45
va

f
I

CREAM LOAF FLOUR

F rw rcn a v

"Was She Right In Forjjivlng
Him?" (Thannhouser featur- lug Maude Fealy.
"The Song of the Shore"

For Bread.

Every Day
for those Evening Lunches

For Pies.

For Cake.

If
s'y.4elecyour purctjges frn
but an elaborate description.
Their terms are cash with order, P.

small;

VICTIM?
cut or picture,

O. B. their warehouse
or factory.
When your goods arrive, If they do not come up to your
expectations, or are brokea or damaged In transit, well they
are In a distance city and you must fight It out, which is not
t
t,,Vv;
always satisfactory to you.
:i
By Our Way We eliminate all this trouble and dissatisfaction.
We guarantee to give you equal, if mt better merchandise than
mail order house, and in most cases show you the actual samples, for same price or less, quality considered.
We unpack and deliver your purchases to your house. We
don't expect you to accept damaged goods.
Don't Forget our Upholstering Department
Come in; Let's get acquainted. .,.' .,

.,;

;

e

7:47

PAGE SAMPLE FURNITURE CO.
507 Sixth Street
Phone Vegas 114

GROCER

dv.

Than Air

99

but lighter axe the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc, baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of it v and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other la fully
equal to It Order a sack to- -

Las Vegas FLoller Mills

Jefferson Reynolds, President
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President
& B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
Hallot Reynolds, Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
;

',

Capital,

OP LAS VEGAS, N. M.
:
J

$100,000;rplus

;

f

and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In 'every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best

of service

Interest Paid on Time Deposit

.It:-- '

U Home of tie Best of Everything Eatable
i

Grants Hyenic Crackers
i

:f

THE GO AAF & II AYVARD CO. STORE

.

,

I
I

j. D.'Consldlne of MIshawaka made
application at the court house yester
day afternoon for bounty on two coyotes killed near his home last week.
chain on Sixth
Finder return to
Optic and receive reward.
Lost Automobile

street noon today.

Sale Beautiful modern five- room brick house, perfect repair, on
two lots on hill. Special bargain for
a few days. Let na show you.
INVESTMENT AND' AGENCY COR
PORATION
For

The final examinations for the coun
ty Institute wil Itake place on Friday

and Saturday of this week, according
to an announcement from County Su
perintendent M. F. Des MaralB this
morning.'' The institute is the best
ever held in the opinion of both the
county superintendent and those

OUR.
SECOND

About 9 o'clock yesterday morning,
the home of E. L. Beal on the mesa,
near Cherryvale, was burned to the
grcund. The origin of the fire Ib
though it Is thought that it was
caused by the explosion of a lamp In
A cream separator w,as
the house.
the only thing saved, the furniture
and other household goods being destroyed in the fire.

1

Model 59 Over-

load

The Woman's Civic club of Las Ve
will be hosts at a reception to
bo given next Friday afternoon
in
honor of Mrs. Ida Kruse McFarlane,
at the home of Mrs. John Robbins,
on National avenue. The reception
will be from 3 to 6 o'clock, and all
ladles and gentlemen of Las Vegas are
invited to be present.

fast as possible the chuckholes
the city streets are being filled and
within a short time the business section of the city will be In its usual
excellent' condition. The recent rains
caused the forming of mud holes and
made travel over streets difficult both
for carriages and automobiles.
The
use of the drag in the city has greatly
improved road conditions.
In

With June below the average, the
month of July also appears to be un
attractive to prospective victims of
No marriage licenses have
Cupid.
been issued thus far this month and
officials in the court house are of the
Opinion that Deputy County Clerk William B.Stapp will be on a vacation
this month unless the prospective benedicts make an appeaarnce soon for
the final papers which will commit
them for life.
M. George, a salesman for oriental
rugs and other material of that class,
was arrested yesterday afternoon by
Officer Jess Hunzaker for riding on
the side v walk and when taken before Justice D. R. Murray, he was
fined $5. It is said that a number of
boys in the city are riding on the
sidewalks and" the officers say that
they will arrest anyone that 1 caught
violating the city ordinance in the
,

Everto Tafoya and Greeorio Cresnin
two boys aged about 12 or 13
years,

were arrested yesterday afternoon upon complaint of residents
living near
the new bridge on Prince street, for
swimming in the river near the bridge.
The charge placed ngatnst the boys
was Indecent exposure and Justice D.
R. Murray assessed the boys the costs
of the case, suspending a fine. With
the excellent swimming pool at the
Y. SL C. A. and the fact that the
river
at this season of the year Is a dangerous place to bathe, and that the
place where the boys were swimming
yesterday is on a public highway and
the boys are not In the habit of
using

.

.

.

$650.00

1 Hupmobile, 1914 model,
lBuick, 1911 model . .
1 Ford, 1913 model . .
1 Viehle touring car . .
1913-Abb- olt
Detriot Electric
Light, Self Starter . .

$850.00
$250.00

$250.00
$300.00
$1,000

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.

DANCING

Class meets from 8 until 9 o'clock.
bathing suits, ' there Is no doubt but Tonight wijl be the first regular class
that the citizens who made the com lessonv Dancing at 9 o'clock. R. T.
plaint against them did the proper Hatchett
thing, say the officials.
'ill1. II) IL I
I.
,tP
Dancing tonight at armory at- - 9
o'clock; 5 cents a dance. R. T. Hat
CONVENTION OF WOMEN
chett.
The state convention of the Wom
en's Christian Temperance Union of
New Mexico to be held in this city
on July 15 and 16 and the local or
ganization is busy with, its prepara
i it
tions for the convention and taking
care of the delegates, who will prob
(Continued from Page One? n
.,
ably attend In force. ;
,
Obregon."
Miss Anna A. Gordon, acting presi
Your-Tow- n
dent of the. national W. C. T. I'., is to
be present at the convention an;l her
Carranza's answer declining to con
We guarantee our prices against all competition. Reliable
attendance here is to be of special fer has not yet been sent to the meimportance to the sessions. Miss diators, but no doubt was expressed
merchandise at reliable prices is what counts.
Gordon is widely known In this worK, by those in close touch with the situboth in the United States and n for ation as to what that answer would
Come and look over our large line today.
She will pres!do at be, according ,to travelers from Sal- eign countries.
tic convention and will make an ad tlllot.
in: .
dress on Wednesday evening.
The constitutionalists' position, it
A number of other delegates of the was said, is that an
s
v'
agreement to ac
national organization are expected to cept a provisional government must
Dovigl&s Ave.
ba present.
The meetings wll be cause the outbreak of other revoluheld in the Baptist church a.i.J the tionary movements.
They point to
is cordially lnvit9d to be
the happenings
following Madero's
agreement to allow De La Barra to be
come "provisional president, and declare that the agreement for a proTONIGHT
Your last chance to see the most visional government would scarcely
sensational of alj the Perils of Pauline have been entered into by .followers
of Huerta before a dozen new revo
pictures. Ask any one that saw them
lutionary movements would spring up
last night. The Browne Theater.
in as many different quarters.
For the best on
The constitutionalists
assert that
today see us.
PEACEMAKER ASSAULTED
the forms for which they are striving
Miller Non-Ski- n
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
While endeavoring to prevent a fis only can be
placed in successful optic encounter between two youu?j men eration without
loss of lifei.by a govand tires and Fiske tires and everything needwho started a quarrel nea'" the hose ernment under
military rule such as
house of the E. Romero Hosa and Benito Juarez
operated in Vert Cruz
ed for the auto.
Fire company about 11 o'clock last in the '60s.
They emphasize this by
night, Conrad Frank, a son of V.'ll- calling attention to tne fact that any
liam Frank, was seriously hurt vi'nen
provisional president to ine legax acALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
Pedro Quintana, one of the belliger- tion of any sort, must convene conhim
a
struck
with
win
ents,
bottle, gress as at present constituted, and
GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS
cutting deep gashes in his face. Quin depend on that body to ratify his acts
tana was arrested and taken before until an election shall have been held.
Justice Felix Garcia y Guelerrez this To obtain reforms or
satisfactory acmorning and was found guilty of as- tion through a body under the comsault. He was bound over to await plete dominion of Huerta, the constithe .action of the grand jury. Frank, tutionalists say, would be to
expect
though seriously cut, was able to be the impossible.
about today. The gashes received
General Carranza, It is said, has
from the wine bottle will probably given assurances that if the
Tampico
leave lifelong scars.
gateway is opened and he can obtain
through that port arms and ammuni
tion and supplies, he will take Mexico
PHOTOPLAY THEATER
Tonight "The Passing of Diana," a City' with a very short time, estabbeautiful Vitagraph two-ree- l
feature. lishing peace on a firm basis under
A picture that is different.
military rule until it is possible-t- o
hold a fair election.
WANTED Cieaa cotton rag
Oprtc office.
Mediators in New York
New York, July 8. Ambassador Da
Gamma of Brazil will arrive in New
York (today to confer with Eduardo
Saurez, minister from Chile to discuss new phases of the situation with
regard to mediation proceedings between the Mexican federal and constitutionalist envoys. Mr. Saurez arrived yesterday).
The conference is the result of a
received last night by Mr.
telegram
Keep
your clothes looking
Saurez from the third mediator, Ronice. It makes a difference. We
mulus Naon, the Argentine minister.
Mr. Saures said the telegram stated
will press men' suits for 50
It was almost certain the constitutioncents, every one can afford It
alists would send delegates to meet
SOLD BY YOUR GROCER
ASK FOR IT
the Huerta .envoys to the mediation
Ladies' cleaning handled with
conference, and that when they arrived they would have a definite plan
care.
to suggest and there wouled be deIt was predicted by Rbque Gon- tionalists are unlikely to accept the
lays in reaching an understanding to zales Garza,
a"VHliiipaii wto Has effer of the Niagara mediators for a
,
Mexico..
insure peace in
been acting, as one of the secretaries conference with
representatives
of the conference, that the statement Huerta to
arrange a provisional govConference Finished
would bring About a cpnjplet under ernment in Mexico. This announceTorreon, Mexico, July 8v The
reconciliation conference standing between Generals Carranza ment, coming from unquestioned sourall ces, reached the border here
Its
last session last night, and Villa and that th former in
LAS VEGAS STEAM
today.
.completed
would
to
every
accede
probability
It was declared by arrivals here that
aithough It had been announced that article In
the
protocol, t , i
the generals of the constitutionalist
all matters at discussion had been
Tne Carranza ' comniiselonws. are array, to whom the
settled satisfactorily on, Monday. If
question was submitted for advice by General Carrani
was understood that yesterday's ses- expected to leave. Jate.JLodajr Jor
za, had, with the exception of the
sion was called for the purpose of
generals of Obregon's divisions, who
drawing up a statement to be made
not yet had time to report,.,
have
had
what
Conference
Just Ricg os up.
done
been
Oppose
public, outlining
at the conference.
Laredo, .Tex., July 8 The constitu strongly opposed to such conference.
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FIVE

From Your LoceJ

THOUSAND

Deecler

You Owe It to Him, to Yourself and to
to Do It.

,

J. C. JOHNSEN

SON.

''''

-

TIRES AND TU BES

.

ga"?

Hill

MARKET
FOR THIS WEEK

623625

-

At

BAKER

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you.' At the Lobby, of course.--Adv- .

As

&e

AND

'

n

Not "Heavier

JOHN II. YORK

The ladies of the W. C. T. U. will
give a bake sale at York's grocery
on Saturday, July ll.-A-

Stearns' Store
a

lamps at

The convicts who have been located
at the Rocky cut south of this city
have been employed at TJecolote for
the ast few days repairing the dam
age done there recently by the heavy
rains. ' The crossing at Tecolote is
now reported to be passable and in
good condition. Travel over the bridge
and new road at the Rocky Cut has
started, even though the work Is not
entirely completed. The bridge at
the south end of the work has been
built and It la only a matter of a short
time when the entire work will be
thoroughly; completed.

halt

Old Taylor WhisKey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

For any purpose.

j

automobile-

o'clock this evening;

CREAM LOAF FLOUR

H

our BREAD is the best possible.

Regular dance tonight at F. B.

.Light

it

You cant get away from

LOCAL NEWS

CREAM LOAF FLOUR

ARE YOU A MAIL ORDER

Fifty members of the retail busi
ness men's association at Santa Fe
passed through Las Vegas last night
on their way to Raton where they
will attend the state convention of
that association.

Try our RYE BREAD

CREAM LOAF FLOUR

!

Car No. 1 of the bureau of fisheries
of the United States passed through
Las Vegas this afternoon en route
through New Mexico and Colorado.
Over 1,000 rainbow trout were left
at this city for distribution in streams
in the vicinity of Mineral Hill. R. A.
Shearer of .Mineral Hil took the fish
to that district this afternoon.

the market

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
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